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Bali Secret Garden, Awesome Nature Point with 
Fun Activities

Secret Garden and Waterfall Jump Bali - Want to get an awesome nature tour? Perhaps Bali Secret Garden 
Village is good choice for spending the time. The place that offer interesting view and provide much 
excitements.

The nature is the best medicine for disappearing your fatigue or stress because of daily routines. Bali Secret 
Garden offers sundry of wonderful natures. You may get much fun in there start from just relax, have a trek, or 
also get a few others activities.

 

Bali Secret Garden
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Bali Secret Garden

Secret Garden Village or also called as Sambangan Village is located in Sukasada District, Buleleng Regency. 
The highland in North Bali that is surrounded by many fabulous natures.

There are a lots of beauty scenery that you may find here such as rice fields, plantation, and forest. The suitable 
spot to look for the oasis. The situation is tremendously different than in urban. Where it offers calmness and 
serenity.

 

Full of Fun activities



Bali Fun Activities

Not only things that spoil the eyes! The secret garden village also offers special point namely the waterfalls. 
There are 7 waterfall points in this village.

Every Bali Secret Garden Waterfall have each uniqueness and view. Several of them also provide fun 
activities that you must try when visiting.

Aling-Aling Waterfall and Kembar Waterfall is popular for as cliff jumping spot. It’s really challenging and 
thrilling when you start to jump off the ledge but will make you addict to try more and more!

Meanwhile! Kroya Waterfall provide a different thing, that is a natural slide that be formed naturally. But, it is 
as smooth as slide in waterpark. So, this waterfall is very recommended for those of you like water activities.
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